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Oil, Conoco . . . and the everlasting laws. 
  

The global price of oil has jumped about 10% over the past 2 weeks.  10% is not too unusual for oil, either 
up or down—but this pop brought Brent crude all the way to $73.  Oil touched $70 for a day or two in 
January . . . but hadn’t previously seen that number for three mortal years of bear-market destruction 
(and slow, hesitant recovery) beginning in late 2014.  It’s been “shock and awe,” to use the military 
term.  The disbelieving stock market’s term, during that slow recovery, has been “lower for longer:” 
meaning “only foolish optimists would think oil can do anything but stagnate in a swamp of low prices for 
a long time to come.” 
  
Outlook’s response, of course, has been something like “Only foolish pessimists would think oil can do 
anything but rise very strongly, eventually, responding to the everlasting laws of supply and demand.” 
  

Conoco and the Price of Oil Since the Bottom 

 
  

This chart is a picture of oil (orange) obeying the laws of supply and demand since the awful $27/barrel 
bottom in January of 2016.  It doesn’t exactly look like passionate conviction, concerning those laws, does 
it?  It looks more like remedial instruction for deluded investors who dared to be bullish, with each upward 
leg in oil followed by razor-sharp downlegs, as if the oil market has been trying to teach us foolish 
optimists a lesson:  “Laws of supply and demand?  Go right ahead and believe in them—on your way 
to the poorhouse.”  And of course the market appeared to be teaching the same lesson to investors in 
Conoco (blue), Shell, Transocean and the rest of the industry.  (Here’s a picture of Transocean’s last 10 
months, to reinforce the market’s idea of a lesson.) 
  



 
  

As Outlook has noted a few times, we investors have a permanent choice:  we can believe the market is 
usually the best guide to the truth of things; or we can believe that very often, it’s the worst 
guide.  In the “passionate conviction” category, here’s Outlook’s contribution:  “That choice is a fork 
in the road for all us investors, and we must choose one path to take.  The right path is to 
reject the market’s “wisdom.”  The wrong path is to believe it.  If we take that wrong path, or if we stand 
at the crossroads vacillating about it, we’ll get our heads handed to us, eventually.”  
  
If we choose the right path, of course, we’ll have to endure those razor-sharp ups and downs, 
and the sometimes razor-sharp anxiety which comes with them.  The only cure for that anxiety is to 
actually understand things:  our companies; and the way supply and demand work.  From the Energy 
Information Administration and Open Square Capital (an investment firm focused on energy) 
comes the picture below, which might help our understanding: 
  



 
  

The jagged blue line is the U.S. price of oil since 2000.  The jagged green shadings show the volumes by 
which American oil inventories have been above or below their 5-year averages.  So that vast green 
mountain beginning in late 2014 is the genuine “glut” of oil created by the Shale Boom in Texas, North 
Dakota and places between.  
  
It’s no wonder that the army of clever people who speculate and comment upon the market every day 
were themselves in “shock and awe” at the historically gigantic size of that mountain of excess oil.  They 
watched the mountain build and build; and they watched the price of oil sink and sink, and despite its 
bounce up from the awful $27 low, they simply couldn’t believe anything whatsoever could 
erase the green mountain—hence “lower for longer” must surely mean “lower for a decade or two, who 
knows?” 
  
At Outlook we are not so clever and sophisticated that we alone knew when the mountain of excess 
supply would disappear.  We did not; and we certainly didn’t expect the cliff-dive of vanishing supply 
which has actually happened lately (the right hand edge of the mountain.)  But we do 
understand the “shocking” long-term strength of the laws of supply and demand.  We do understand that 
they very often work like glaciers sliding down mountain valleys:  a few feet per year, then a few yards, 
finally something much faster.  And lastly, we do understand that the market’s big crowd of ordinary 
people—clever or not—just can’t stand to wait, because very few of them insist upon actually 
understanding the deepest nature of what they’re buying or selling. 
  
So we placed our money with strong oil companies and their capable, determined managers—because it 
was perfectly clear that those companies had the financial strength to endure until supply and demand 
worked their eventual magic.  We strongly suspect we’re seeing only the early stages of doubt, 
in the market crowd, in that “lower for longer” theory which has been so popular.  It’s getting less popular 
every day, lately.  We’re holding our oil companies—for a long while, most likely—and buying more when 
we can.  
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The remarks above aren’t a general recommendation to buy or sell particular securities.  Such decisions 
should only be made in the context of an investor’s own circumstances.  Stocks and bonds carry the risk 
of loss.  
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